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ABSTRACT

Bangladesh Bank (BB), the central bank of Bangladesh, experienced a highly orga-
nized cyber heist in February 2016 that seriously impaired the legitimacy of the
cyber security systems of the country’s overall banking sector. This study examines
the spillover effect of that cyber heist on the cyber risk disclosures of the banking
sector in Bangladesh. Building on institutional theory, we propose that in emerging
markets, after a notable cyber heist experienced by the country’s central bank, the
banking sector of the country tends to increase cyber risk disclosures as an institu-
tional strategy to regain legitimacy. Analyzing the disclosures in the annual reports of
38 commercial banks from 2014 to 2018, we find that banks’ cyber risk disclosures
significantly increased after the BB cyber heist. We also find that the political embed-
dedness of the banks and their adherence to Islamic Shariah negatively influence a
bank’s tendency to use cyber risk disclosures as a legitimacy-regaining strategy after
the heist. Our institutional perspective offers new insights into why the banks in
an emerging country engage more in cyber risk disclosures after such an atrocious
cyber attack.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Banks have attracted significant cyber security threats in recent years because they
deal with money and “money has become a particularly important motivation for
malicious and criminal hackers over the last two decades” (Holt and Kilger 2012,
p. 10). Cyber security breaches may negatively affect the focal firm’s market value
(Richardson et al 2019; Lange and Burger 2017) and competitive advantage while
increasing its operational costs, such as additional investment in cyber security pro-
tection and remediation payments (Bodin et al 2018; Securities and Exchange Com-
mission 2011). Amid this growing concern about cyber risks, stakeholders want
to understand how banks are guarding against and responding to cyber threats. To
alleviate stakeholders’ concerns and to reassure them, banks could disclose more
information on the cyber risks they face as well as their strategies to manage those
risks. Cyber risk disclosures may help banks demonstrate their commitment toward
cyber security for external stakeholders, better understand which cyber security mea-
sures are crucial to combat cyber threats, and increase cyber risk awareness of
internal and external stakeholders (Berkman et al 2018).

Despite the importance and benefits of cyber risk disclosures, prior studies mainly
examine their economic impact (see, for example, Berkman et al 2018; Morse et
al 2017; Gordon et al 2010) in response to the recent guidelines (see, for example,
Financial Reporting Council 2016; Securities and Exchange Commission 2011) and
reporting framework (see, for example, Institute of Chartered Accountants of Eng-
land and Wales 2018; American Institute of Certified Public Accountants 2017) on
cyber risk disclosures in developed countries. Limited research also investigates the
impact of a cyber security breach on the shareholder wealth of the focal firms (see,
for example, Richardson et al 2019; Lange and Burger 2017) or intra-industry mem-
bers (see, for example, Kashmiri et al 2017). In contrast, there is a lack of studies
examining the effect of a cyber incident on cyber risk disclosures by a focal firm, let
alone the spillover effect on cyber risk disclosures by firms that have not experienced
a cyber security breach themselves. Further, most of the prior studies on the conse-
quence of cyber security breaches focus on developed countries, mainly the United
States. One reason for this could be that the regulatory agencies and accounting pro-
fessions in many developing countries have yet to offer any guidance or framework
on cyber risk disclosures. A study on the spillover effect of a cyber security inci-
dent on cyber risk disclosures in the context of a developing country is therefore
warranted.
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The spillover effect of the Bangladesh Bank cyber heist 3

As such, we investigate the level of cyber risk disclosures by the banking sector
in Bangladesh, an emerging economy, after the Bangladesh Bank (BB) cyber heist.
The BB heist, a highly organized cyber heist that sent shock waves around the world
and revealed the cracks and vulnerabilities in the international banking community
(Hofileña and Sy 2017), was exposed in February 2016. Based on media reports and
related literature, we argue that, as BB is the regulator of the country’s banking sec-
tor and the heist could have been the biggest bank heist in history (Hofileña and
Sy 2017), the BB heist severely impaired the legitimacy of the banking sector of
Bangladesh. Drawing on insights from institutional theory (Scott 2014; DiMaggio
and Powell 1983; Meyer and Rowan 1977) and extant prior research on voluntary
disclosures which perceives disclosures as one of the crucial institutional strategies
to repair and regain damaged legitimacy (see, for example, Marquis and Qian 2014;
Lim and Tsutsui 2012; Campbell 2007; Bansal 2005), we hypothesize that the bank-
ing sector of Bangladesh will disclose more information on cyber risks to regain their
impaired legitimacy (Suchman 1995) after the BB heist.

We then build on organizations’ diverse strategic responses to institutional de-
mands (Pache and Santos 2010; Oliver 1991) and propose that the political embed-
dedness and Islamic orientation of banks will influence their perception of legiti-
macy gain through increased cyber risk disclosures after the BB heist. These banks
differ from their counterparts in terms of dependence on, and power of, divergent
institutional constituents that affect norms, expectations and responsibilities. Hence,
the political embeddedness and Islamic orientation of banks will affect the extent of
increased cyber risk disclosures after the BB heist.

We conduct a content analysis of 38 banks’ annual reports to specifically inves-
tigate the changes in banks’ cyber risk disclosures from 2014 to 2018. We find evi-
dence that, in general, there is a significant increase in cyber risk disclosures by
banks after the BB heist. When analyzed through the lens of sociological institu-
tional theory, our findings suggest that banks indeed engaged in legitimacy-regaining
strategies by increasing cyber risk disclosures after the legitimacy of the sector was
threatened by the cyber heist experienced by their regulatory agency, BB. We also
find that the increase in cyber risk disclosures was lower for both politically embed-
ded and Islamic Shariah-based banks. Our findings suggest that politically embedded
banks achieving greater political legitimacy have fewer incentives to gain legitimacy
from the public by making increased cyber risk disclosures after the BB heist. Simi-
larly, Islamic banks may perceive a smaller gain in legitimacy from increased cyber
risk disclosures, possibly because of better congruence between Islamic banks’ com-
pliance with the Shariah and Islamic religious beliefs of most of their customers,
which offers some inherent legitimacy.

In Section 2, we present an overview of the banking sector of Bangladesh. In Sec-
tion 3, we discuss the BB heist and the resultant loss of legitimacy by cyber security
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4 M. M. Masud Mazumder and M. A. Sobhan

systems in Bangladesh’s banking sector. In Section 4, we analyze our theoretical
viewpoint and develop our hypotheses. The methodology of the study is described in
Section 5. Section 6 presents the findings of this study. In Section 7, we offer some
discussion and state the conclusions, implications and limitations of this study.

2 A BRIEF OVERVIEW OF THE BANGLADESH BANKING SECTOR

Bangladesh became independent from Pakistan in 1971. After independence, the
new government embarked on socialism (Ahamed 1978). The government merged
and grouped all the banks operating in Bangladesh into six commercial banks and
nationalized them (Bangladesh Bank 2018). Within a few years, state-owned enter-
prises became inefficient and accumulated enormous operating losses due to the
politicization and corruption of the management (Ghafur 1976; Ahmad 1976). As
a result, Bangladesh adopted market-based capitalism in 1975 (Sobhan 2016). The
subsequent government privatized three of the six state-owned banks in 1985 and
also provided licences for private entrepreneurs to operate banking business (Nuruz-
zaman 2004). Of the banks floated under the private initiatives, several were estab-
lished according to (or later converted to) Islamic Shariah principles, possibly to
capitalize on the religious ideology of most of the population of Bangladesh. The
government also founded a few specialized banks under state ownership to pro-
mote the economic development of specific sectors such as agriculture and small
and medium-sized industries. At present, Bangladesh has 56 scheduled commercial
banks consisting of 6 state-owned banks, 2 specialized banks, 9 foreign banks and 39
private commercial banks, of which 7 are Islamic Shariah-based banks (Bangladesh
Bank 2016), although BB, as the central bank of the country, is responsible for pre-
scribing policies to emphasize risk management and for monitoring the implementa-
tion of those policies by non-state-owned banks, which are supervised and controlled
by the bank and financial institution division of the Ministry of Finance (Byron and
Chakma 2019).

3 THE CYBER HEIST AND THE LOSS OF LEGITIMACY OF THE
CYBER SECURITY SYSTEMS IN BANGLADESH’S BANKING
SECTOR

BB, the central bank of Bangladesh, like the other 250 central banks and govern-
ments of the world, maintains its foreign reserve account at the Federal Reserve
Bank of New York (Hammer 2018). Unfortunately, in February 2016, BB became
the victim of the first and most severe cyber theft from a central bank using the Soci-
ety for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunication (SWIFT) system. The
cyber criminals attempted to steal nearly US$1 billion from BB’s foreign reserve
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The spillover effect of the Bangladesh Bank cyber heist 5

account by sending 35 apparently legitimate payment orders to the Federal Reserve
Bank (Hammer 2018).

A payment involving US$20 million to an account in the name of the Shalika
Foundation in Sri Lanka was blocked by Deutsche Bank, the intermediary bank
between Pan Asia Bank and the Federal Reserve Bank, when a banker at Pan Asia
Bank questioned such a large payment to a small NGO and the Deutsche Bank
also noticed the misspelling of “Foundation” as “Fandation” (Hammer 2018). This
US$20 million was later recovered by BB. Four transactions had been carried out
successfully by transferring US$81 million to four suspicious accounts at Rizal
Commercial Banking Corporation in the Philippines and had then been remitted to
the casino industry via an account in the name of William So Go and Philrem, a
remittance company. The remaining 30 mysterious orders (worth US$850 million)
were not carried out, thanks to the similarity between the names of the Rizal Com-
mercial Banking Corporation branch “Jupiter” and Jupiter Seaways Shipping, an
Athens-based firm that was blacklisted for evading sanctions against Iran (Hammer
2018).

The event became public in March 2016 and sent shock waves around the world,
revealing the cracks and vulnerabilities in the international banking community
(Hofileña and Sy 2017). In Bangladesh, the exposure of the heist created serious dis-
content among the public and disappointment for BB. Critics questioned the strength
of cyber security of BB. In the parliament and the media, the government was also
accused of failing to protect the hard-earned foreign currency of the country.

The government and BB took many immediate actions to appease the public
outcry and tried to repair their impaired legitimacy. These actions included

� the immediate dismissal of Atiar Rahman, the governor of BB at the time of
the cyber heist, and two of his deputy governors from their positions;

� the commissioning of a probe committee chaired by Dr Mohammed Farashud-
din, a former governor of BB, which included a computer science professor
from Bangladesh University of Engineering and Technology and an additional
secretary at the Ministry of Finance;

� the launching of an investigation by the Criminal Investigation Department
that was later joined by the US Federal Bureau of Investigation; and

� the appointment of at least two groups of external information technology
experts, including Mandiant, a unit of the FireEye cyber security group, and
World Informatix, an Indian IT firm, to probe the theft and make recom-
mendations for strengthening the cyber security of the BB’s network systems
(Hammer 2018; Byron 2016).
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Although publication of the full report by the probe committee was banned by the
government, possibly because of the fear of further loss of legitimacy, the head of the
probe committee reported to the media that the heist was the outcome of irrespon-
sible behavior by a few officials at BB, the SWIFT system and the Federal Reserve
Bank (Daily Star 2016). This claim is consistent with those of others who investi-
gated the heist (see, for example, Hammer 2018; Shibli 2016). For instance, Ham-
mer (2018) maintained that the hackers were successful in introducing malware into
BB’s computer system not only to take control of the system but also to manipulate
the SWIFT software. The head of the probe committee also reported that the cyber
theft caused a lot of damage to the BB and acted as a warning to the country’s bank-
ing sector (Byron and Rahman 2016). In summary, in addition to highlighting the
vulnerability of the SWIFT system, which was perceived to be impenetrable (Ham-
mer 2018), the heist threatened the legitimacy of the cyber security system of the
BB as well as of the Bangladesh banking sector. It also exposed the banking sec-
tor in Bangladesh to an increasing number of cyber threats, as hackers would easily
perceive the vulnerability of the cyber security in this sector.

4 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK AND DEVELOPMENT OF
HYPOTHESES

4.1 Institutional theory and accounting disclosure as an
institutional strategy to regain legitimacy

Legitimacy, political economy and institutional theories have all been used in the
past to enhance our understanding of voluntary, nonfinancial accounting disclosure
(see, for example, Blanc et al 2019; Marquis and Qian 2014; Lim and Tsutsui 2012;
Belal and Cooper 2011; Cho 2009; Campbell 2007; Bansal 2005). Legitimacy theory
maintains that a “social contract” exists between a firm and society at large and there-
fore it best explains the overall increases in voluntary accounting disclosures after
environmental incidents that question legitimacy (see, for example, Cho 2009; Dee-
gan et al 2000). Similarly, political economy theory is mainly employed to explain
cross-country divergence in voluntary accounting disclosures (see, for example, Lim
and Tsutsui 2012) and nondisclosure of voluntary accounting information, as silence
better serves the interest of powerful managers (see, for example, Belal and Cooper
2011). In contrast, institutional theory is used to explain both the overall increases
and the variation in voluntary disclosures among firms because of their relative
dependence on particular institutional constituents (see, for example, Marquis and
Qian 2014; Campbell 2007; Bansal 2005). Hence, we believe that institutional theory
is the more pertinent theoretical framework for this study, as we intend to study both
purposes.
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Institutional theory proposes that organizations’ actions are influenced by social
pressure (Scott 2014; DiMaggio and Powell 1983; Meyer and Rowan 1977), as orga-
nizations require approval from institutional constituents to secure resources and
ensure survival (Scott 2014; Deephouse 1999). To get this approval from institu-
tional constituents, organizations need to gain and maintain legitimacy, which refers
to “a generalized perception or assumption that the actions of an entity are desirable,
proper, or appropriate within some socially constructed system of norms, values,
beliefs, and definitions” (Suchman 1995, p. 574). Legitimacy concerns, therefore,
motivate the organizations to adopt socially desirable practices (Deephouse 1999).

However, recent theoretical development suggests that organizations that face
diverse demands from different institutional constitutes purposefully and strategi-
cally select their responses to institutional pressures as active agents (Pache and San-
tos 2010; Oliver 1991). This perspective maintains that organizations’ responses to
institutional demands are influenced by, for example, perceived legitimacy gain from
the implementation of the recommended practices (Scott 2014, p. 73), the organiza-
tion’s relative dependence on and power over institutional constituents (Oliver 1991),
the consistency between organizational-level dynamics and institutional demands
(Shipilov et al 2010). As such, organizations’ strategic responses to institutional
pressures are diverse rather than uniform (Rao et al 2000).

4.2 Development of our hypotheses

4.2.1 Cyber risk disclosures as a legitimacy-regaining strategy after the
BB heist

The BB heist was widely publicized in both the local and international media because
it was the first cyber heist experienced by a country’s central bank (Hofileña and Sy
2017), and it is believed to have been the largest successful cyber theft at a financial
institution at that time (US Justice Department 2018). Many of these media reports
questioned the legitimacy of the cyber security systems of not only BB but also
the banking sector of the country (see, for example, Hammer 2018; Shibli 2016).
For instance, the chairman of the probe committee formed by the government men-
tioned that the BB heist acted as a warning to the banking sector of Bangladesh to
strengthen cyber security (Byron and Rahman 2016). In summary, the media reports
and the above cautioning by the chairman of the probe committee brought disgrace
to the cyber security systems of the Bangladesh banking sector. Under such circum-
stances, it is to be expected that the public, which is the most important institutional
constituent for banks, will question the legitimacy of the cyber security systems of
the Bangladesh banking sector and thus banks’ ability to protect their customers’
deposits and personal information from cyber criminals. This inability of banks,
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8 M. M. Masud Mazumder and M. A. Sobhan

in turn, may result in uncertainty over their future survival and the success of the
banking sector of Bangladesh (see Ruef and Scott 1998).

Pioneer institutional theorists (see, for example, Meyer and Rowan 1977) main-
tain that firms experiencing a loss of legitimacy would adopt a variety of highly vis-
ible and relevant strategies to regain legitimacy from their institutional constituents.
In the case of firms exposed to a cyber heist, cyber risk disclosures can be such a
legitimacy-regaining strategy. There are many reasons for the success of this strat-
egy. Cyber risk disclosures offer an opportunity to demonstrate a bank’s commit-
ment toward its cyber security protection efforts (Berkman et al 2018). They also
aid our understanding of which cyber security measures are effective in combatting
cyber security risks, which cyber security risks have emerged recently and need the
most attention, and how to improve the cyber security risk awareness of internal and
external stakeholders (Berkman et al 2018). A significant body of literature on cor-
porate voluntary disclosure provides empirical support that companies increase vol-
untary disclosures after experiencing a legitimacy-threatening event (see, for exam-
ple, Blanc et al 2019; Cho 2009; Deegan et al 2000). Therefore, it is reasonable to
hypothesize that the banking sector of Bangladesh would likely have increased their
level of voluntary disclosures concerning their cyber risk management activities after
the BB heist. Of course, the question as to whether or not the banks in Bangladesh
did increase their cyber risk disclosures after the BB heist is an empirical issue that
can be tested. In terms of an alternative hypothesis, this could be stated as follows.

(H1A) The BB cyber heist resulted in a significant increase in the voluntary disclosure
of cyber risks in banks’ annual reports.

4.2.2 Political embeddedness of banks and the extent of increased
disclosure on cyber risks after the BB heist

The politically embedded firms have multiple ties with the government (Okhma-
tovskiy 2010). These ties include dominant state ownership (Marquis and Qian 2014;
Okhmatovskiy 2010), the national political appointment of the board of directors and
executives (Marquis and Qian 2014), and the resultant close relationship between
the government and firm executives (Zhang et al 2020), as well as significant influ-
ence by the government on the strategic and operational decisions of firms (Zhang
et al 2020). Because of these ties, these firms enjoy preferential access to valuable
resources controlled by the government (Faccio 2006; Wang et al 2008) or even
obtain “protection” (Li and Zhang 2007, p. 794) when they are in distress. On the
other hand, the government tends to pursue its political or socioeconomic goals using
the resources of these firms (Okhmatovskiy 2010). While the multiple ties with the
government facilitate the “political legitimacy” of politically embedded firms, they
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The spillover effect of the Bangladesh Bank cyber heist 9

weaken the motivation of politically embedded firms to use activities such as volun-
tary accounting disclosures to seek legitimacy from other institutional constituents
(Marquis and Qian 2014). Consistent with this argument, several prior empirical
studies show that political embeddedness adversely affects the quantity of voluntary
disclosures (see, for example, Muttakin et al 2018; Marquis and Qian 2014; Chaney
et al 2011).

In Bangladesh, the government owns a substantial percentage of shares in state-
owned commercial banks (Sobhan and Bose 2019). It also controls these banks
by appointing a highly politicized board of directors (Rahman and Khan 2012)
and management, and injects resources when required (Byron and Chakma 2019).
These banks not only implement the government agenda by disbursing loans to
government-prioritized sectors but also offer loans at a preferential rate of interest,
without adequate collateral, to business owners who are politically affiliated (Rah-
man and Khan 2012). In return, when these banks fall into financial distress because
of a significant percentage of nonperforming loans, the government uses taxpayers’
money to rescue them (Byron and Chakma 2019). Therefore, the principal institu-
tional constituent for politically embedded banks is the government of Bangladesh
rather than the public, as the survival and success of state-owned banks in Bangladesh
are dependent on the legitimacy granted by the government. Moreover, the board of
directors and executive management of these banks, because of their close relation-
ship with the relatively unaccountable powerful government, have less motivation
to remain accountable to the public. Consequently, politically embedded banks may
have less incentive to regain public trust in their cyber security systems and therefore
may have had less motivation to make increased cyber risk disclosures than private
commercial banks after the BB heist. We therefore hypothesize the following.

(H2A) The BB heist resulted in a smaller increase in the voluntary disclosure of
cyber risks by politically embedded banks than by private commercial banks
in their annual reports.

4.2.3 Islamic Shariah-based banks and the extent of increased
disclosure on cyber risks after the BB heist

The moral view of sociological institutional theory suggests that legitimacy gains
from extended cyber risk disclosures are probably higher for Islamic banking than
for conventional banking (Haniffa and Hudaib 2007). Societal demands for trans-
parency and better protection of stakeholders’ interests are greater for Islamic bank-
ing because these banks adhere to the Shariah principle (Elamer et al 2017). The
Shariah principle suggests strict compliance with ethics, social responsibilities and
protection of stakeholders’ interests. Moreover, organizational-level dynamics of
Islamic banking, such as Shariah-based operational guidelines and culture, are more
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consistent with stricter internal control and better transparency (Belal et al 2019).
Consistent with this view, extant research provides empirical evidence that Islamic
banking makes more extensive disclosures on general risks (see, for example, Al-
Bassam et al 2017; Elamer et al 2017) as well as operational risks (see, for exam-
ple, Hermit 2019). In Bangladesh, prior research evidenced that Islamic banks dis-
close significantly more information on financial inclusion (Bose et al 2016) and
sustainability (Sobhani et al 2012) than conventional banks.

In contrast, Islamic tag allows Islamic banks to earn too much customer allegiance
intrinsically over their counterparts. Customers of Islamic banks are so loyal that
being Islamic in operation dominates other values and bank performance indicators,
including cyber risk management. Such inherent legitimacy may allow Islamic banks
to become less sincere than conventional banks in regaining any legitimacy lost due
to the BB cyber heist through cyber risk disclosures. Nobanee and Ellili (2016) argue
that Islamic banks face less disclosure pressure than conventional banks because
they conform to Islamic principles and ethics. They also argue that Islamic banks
confronting lower financial constraints and market competition than conventional
banks are less responsive to the external pressure and demands of stakeholders and
hence are more reluctant to showcase their actions through disclosures.1 Nobanee
and Ellili also find support in favor of the arguments mentioned above.

Based on the above competing theoretical justifications and supporting empirical
evidence, the influence of a bank’s Islamic orientation on cyber risk disclosures is
ex ante unclear. We therefore explore the effect of a bank’s Islamic orientation on
cyber risk disclosures by testing the following hypothesis.

(H3A) The increase in voluntary disclosure on cyber risks in annual reports as a result
of the BB heist will be influenced by the Islamic orientation of banks.

5 RESEARCH METHODS

5.1 Sample selection

On the eve of the BB heist, Bangladesh had 56 scheduled commercial banks, consist-
ing of 6 state-owned commercial banks (denoted as “politically embedded”2 com-
mercial banks in this study), 2 specialized banks, 9 foreign banks and 39 private
commercial banks, including 7 Islamic Shariah-based banks. All the scheduled com-
mercial banks (private as well as state-owned), of which 30 are listed on the Dhaka
Stock Exchange (the oldest and the biggest stock exchange in Bangladesh), were
selected for analysis. We intentionally excluded nine foreign banks, as they may

1 Conventional commercial banks do not explicitly claim to operate following Islamic Shariah.
2 See Section 4.2.2 for details.
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The spillover effect of the Bangladesh Bank cyber heist 11

have heterogeneous disclosure behavior, unlike local banks, due to significant for-
eign ownership and globalized operation. We also did not consider banks established
for specialized purposes (for example, Bangladesh Krishi Bank and Rajshahi Krishi
Unnayan Bank), as they do not provide the same range of services as scheduled
commercial banks. The annual reports (from 2014 to 2018) available for each of the
banks were collected from their websites. The sample selection process eventually
ended up with 38 commercial banks (3 state-owned (politically embedded) commer-
cial banks and 35 private commercial banks) resulting in 190 bank–year observations
for the sample period (2014–18).3 Also, in terms of Islamic and conventional clas-
sification, out of 38 sample banks, 6 commercial banks followed Islamic Shariah
operation.

5.2 Data collection

Like previous studies on risk reporting (see, for example, Mazumder and Hossain
2019; Li et al 2018; Allini et al 2016; Elshandidy and Shrives 2016; Elshandidy et
al 2013; Abraham and Cox 2007), we have adopted content analysis to measure the
extent of cyber-related risk disclosures in a complete annual report. As an automated
method of content analysis is considered to be more accurate and has an edge over the
manual method (Li et al 2018; Saggar and Singh 2017; Allini et al 2016; Elshandidy
and Neri 2015; Elshandidy et al 2013), we ran a text search query using NVIVO 12
software to identify the cyber risk disclosures in the annual reports. Following prior
disclosure studies (see, for example, Li et al 2018; Saggar and Singh 2017; Nelson
and Pritchard 2016; Campbell et al 2014; Li 2010; Abraham and Cox 2007), we
counted one keyword as a unit of analysis. Though previous risk disclosure studies
have also adopted content analysis with one sentence as a unit of analysis (see, for
example, Oliveira et al 2011; Amran et al 2009; Linsley and Shrives 2006), sev-
eral researchers (see, for example, Saggar and Singh 2017; Milne and Adler 1999)
are critical of counting sentences as this involves a few constraints that limit the
effectiveness of sentence-level analysis in the empirical studies. More specifically,
using the sentence as a unit of measurement may overlook the possibility that differ-
ences in the use of grammar might result in two different writers conveying the same
message in a different number of sentences (Unerman 2000). Moreover, counting
sentences is more subjective than relying on relevant keywords, as risk information
is diluted into the mass of other information usually provided in the annual report
(Beretta and Bozzolan 2004) and it would be difficult for readers to locate the same
information (Saggar and Singh 2017). Milne and Adler (1999) argued that words add

3 Seven banks were excluded due to unavailability of the annual reports on their websites for the
sample period. The average size of the sample banks measured by total assets is Tk2 66 978 million
(approximately US$3150 million).
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12 M. M. Masud Mazumder and M. A. Sobhan

more precision to measurement. Based on prior research on cyber risk disclosures (Li
et al 2018; Wang et al 2013; Gordon et al 2010), 54 keywords related to cyber risk
disclosures were identified and refined to prevent misidentification.4 To ensure the
quality of identification, we randomly selected 20 annual reports and manually val-
idated the disclosures related to cyber risks. All of them were accurately identified.
(Appendix A online provides a list of these keywords.)

5.3 Data analysis

To test hypothesis H1A, we compared the means (medians) of the cyber risk dis-
closures before and after the BB heist using a t -test (a Wilcoxon rank sum test).
Hypothesis H2A was also tested by comparing the means (medians) of the cyber
risk disclosures of private commercial banks and politically embedded banks both
before and after the BB heist. Similarly, we tested hypothesis H3A by comparing the
means (medians) of cyber risk disclosures of conventional commercial banks and
Islamic Shariah-based banks both before and after the BB heist.

6 FINDINGS

6.1 Overall trend of cyber risk disclosures

Figure 1 depicts year-wise longitudinal patterns of total cyber risk disclosures by the
sample banks. It is evident that total cyber risk disclosures increased over the study
period (2014–18). While the total cyber risk disclosures increased by approximately
38% from 2014 to 2015, they increased by 60% from 2015 to 2016, which was
basically the year when BB encountered the notorious cyber heist. This evidence
provides preliminary support for our hypothesis H1A, ie, that the level of cyber risk
disclosures in the annual reports increased significantly after the BB heist in 2016.

To provide more definite empirical evidence in support of hypothesis H1A, we
compared the means and medians of cyber risk disclosures before (2014 and 2015)
and after (2016–18) the BB heist using a two-sample t -test and Wilcoxon rank sum
test, respectively. The results are reported in Table 1, which shows that the mean
(median) of cyber risk disclosures after the BB heist is significantly greater than the
mean (median) of cyber risk disclosures before the BB heist at the 1% level. These
results thus support hypothesis H1A, indicating that, on average, the banking sector
of Bangladesh voluntarily disclosed more information on cyber risks to regain their
legitimacy, which was sternly tarnished by the BB cyber scandal in February 2016.5

4 All the words/phrases are stemmed.
5 As the cyber risk disclosures level shows an increasing trend since 2014, we also conducted a
year-wise t -test (ie, between 2014 and 2015, 2015 and 2016, and so on) comparing the mean
cyber risk disclosures. Except for the mean difference between 2015 and 2016 (t -value D 2:61,
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FIGURE 1 Cyber risk disclosures by year from 2014 to 2018.
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TABLE 1 Univariate test comparing cyber risk disclosures before (2014–15) and after
(2016–18) the BB heist.

Before After
scandal scandal t=z-value p-value

Mean 8.97 20.50 6.477 0.0000�

Median 7.00 18.00 6.354 0.0000�

Number of observations: 76 before scandal, 114 after scandal. Difference in means is tested using t -test with
unequal variance. Difference in medians is tested using Wilcoxon rank sum (Mann–Whitney) test. �Significance at
the 1% level (one-tail).

6.2 Cyber risk disclosures between private and politically
embedded commercial banks compared

Figure 2 presents the year-wise average cyber risk disclosures for private commercial
banks and politically embedded commercial banks from 2014 to 2018. Throughout
the study period, on average, private commercial banks dominate politically embed-
ded commercial banks in terms of cyber risk disclosures in every period except
2014. Moreover, the trend of growth in the average cyber risk disclosures of private
commercial banks is more exponential than that of politically embedded commer-
cial banks. These findings are consistent with our hypothesis H2A, ie, unlike pri-
vate commercial banks, politically embedded banks have less motivation to increase

p D 0:006), none of the other yearly mean differences are statistically significant at a 5% level.
This evidence adds further support to our hypothesis H1A, given that BB experienced the cyber
heist in February 2016. For brevity, we do not report the detailed year-wise results.
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FIGURE 2 Year-wise average cyber risk disclosures (2014–18) for private commercial
banks and politically embedded commercial banks.
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cyber risk disclosures as a legitimacy-regaining strategy after the BB heist, as they
are more reliant on the government than on the general public for legitimacy.

To offer further statistical evidence for hypothesis H2A, we compared the means
and medians of cyber risk disclosures of private commercial banks and politically
embedded commercial banks for two periods: before the BB cyber heist (2014–15),
and after the BB cyber heist (2016–18). The results are reported in parts (a) and (b)
of Table 2, respectively.

Table 2(a) shows that before the BB heist the mean (median) of cyber risk dis-
closures of private commercial banks is not statistically different from the mean
(median) of politically embedded commercial banks at a conventional significance
level. However, after the BB heist, the mean of cyber risk disclosures as reported
in the annual reports of private commercial banks is higher than the mean of cyber
risk disclosures as reported in annual reports of politically embedded commercial
banks at the 10% significance level (see Table 2(b)). This result supports our hypoth-
esis H2A, ie, the politically embedded banks’ high dependence on government for
legitimacy makes them a bit reluctant to use cyber risk disclosures as a legitimacy-
seeking strategy after the BB heist. Our finding is consistent with past empirical
evidence that political embeddedness negatively influences the quantity of voluntary
disclosure (see, for example, Muttakin et al 2018; Marquis and Qian 2014; Chaney
et al 2011).
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TABLE 2 Univariate test comparing cyber risk disclosures between private commercial
banks and politically embedded commercial banks before and after the BB heist.

(a) Before the heist

Private Politically
commercial embedded

banks banks t=z-value p-value

Mean 9.014 8.50 0.145 0.4447
Median 7.00 7.50 0.097 0.9229

(b) After the heist

Private Politically
commercial embedded

banks banks t=z-value p-value

Mean 20.762 17.444 1.400 0.0862��

Median 18.00 20.00 0.084 0.9330

There were 70 observations for private commercial banks and 6 observations for politically embedded banks before
the heist and 105 observations for private commercial banks and 9 observations for politically embedded banks after
the heist. The difference in means is tested using the t -test with unequal variance. The difference in medians is
tested using the Wilcoxon rank sum (Mann–Whitney) test. ��Significance at the 10% level (one-tail).

FIGURE 3 Comparison of year-wise average cyber risk disclosures between conven-
tional and Islamic Shariah-based commercial banks.
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6.3 Cyber risk disclosures between conventional and Islamic
Shariah-based commercial banks compared

Figure 3 depicts the average cyber risk disclosures of conventional commercial
banks and Islamic Shariah-based commercial banks over the sample period. It
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TABLE 3 Univariate test comparing cyber risk disclosures between conventional com-
mercial banks and Islamic Shariah-based commercial banks before and after the BB
heist.

(a) Before the heist

Islamic
Shariah-

Conventional based
banks banks t=z-value p-value

Mean 9.266 7.417 0.701 0.2465
Median 8.00 5.00 0.780 0.4353

(b) After the heist

Islamic
Shariah-

Conventional based
banks banks t=z-value p-value

Mean 21.646 14.389 2.679 0.0052�

Median 19.50 12.00 1.730 0.0836��

There were 64 observations for conventional banks and 12 observations for Shariah-based banks before the heist
and 96 observations for conventional banks and 18 observations for Shariah-based banks after the heist. The
difference in means is tested using a t -test with unequal variance. The difference in medians is tested using a
Wilcoxon rank sum (Mann–Whitney) test. � and �� indicate significance at the 1% level (one-tail) and the 10% level
(one-tail), respectively.

clearly shows that conventional banks provide more cyber risk disclosures, on
average, compared with Islamic Shariah-based banks. Also, the year-wise increase
in average cyber risk disclosures is much sharper for conventional banks than
Islamic Shariah-based banks. This evidence contradicts our expectation (hypothe-
sis H3A) and empirical evidence provided by the prior literature (see, for example,
Al-Bassam et al 2017; Elamer et al 2017; Hermit 2019), ie, Islamic Shariah-based
banks, because of their compliance with the Shariah principle, disclose more risk
information.

Further statistical tests comparing the mean and median cyber risk disclosures of
conventional banks with those of Islamic Shariah-based banks for the two periods
before (2014–15) and after (2016–18) the BB heist support the descriptive find-
ings presented above. We do not find any significant difference between the mean
(median) cyber risk disclosures of conventional banks and Islamic Shariah-based
banks before the BB heist (Table 3(a)).

However, we find that the mean (median) of cyber risk disclosures as reported
in the annual reports of conventional banks is significantly higher at the 1% (10%)
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level than the mean (median) of cyber risk disclosures as reported in annual reports of
Islamic Shariah-based banks after the BB heist (Table 3(b)). These findings support
our hypothesis H3A and may suggest that, after the BB heist, Islamic commercial
banks, because of their compliance with the Islamic principles and ethics (Nobanee
and Ellili 2016), received less legitimacy pressure for disclosures from the public
than conventional banks. This may be more pronounced in Bangladesh because of
the high level of congruence between Islamic Shariah-based banks’ activities and
the norms of acceptable behavior emanating from the religious belief of most of the
population. Our evidence, although it contradicts prior evidence in Bangladesh (Bose
et al 2016; Sobhani et al 2012), is consistent with Nobanee and Ellili (2016).

7 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

This paper examined the spillover effect of the BB heist on the cyber risk disclosures
of banks in Bangladesh. We discussed how the BB heist, the first cyber attack suf-
fered by a central bank in history, created a threat to the legitimacy of the cyber secu-
rity systems of the banks monitored by the BB. Following the institutional theory, we
conceptualized cyber risk disclosures as a legitimacy-regaining strategy and devel-
oped three main hypotheses to evaluate the use of cyber risk disclosures by the bank-
ing sector of Bangladesh as well as by the politically embedded and Islamic Shariah-
based banks as a legitimacy-regaining strategy after the BB heist. We find support
for all three hypotheses.

As mentioned in Section 1, there is a lack of literature on the spillover effect
of a cyber heist experienced by a regulatory agency on the cyber risk disclosures
of regulated firms. The most relevant prior study is by Kashmiri et al (2017), who
studied the contagion effect of the customer data breach at Tiger on the shareholder
value of other US retailers. In contrast, our study focuses on the spillover effect of
the atrocious cyber heist suffered by the central bank of an emerging economy on
the cyber risk disclosures of the country’s banking sector. By proving the positive
spillover effect of a cyber heist experienced by a regulator on clients’ cyber risk
disclosures, this study adds to the emerging literature on the spillover effects of a
major cyber heist.

Moreover, Gordon et al (2006) studied the effect of the Sarbanes–Oxley Act on
information risk disclosures by US firms, but there is no such study in the context
of emerging countries, possibly because cyber risk disclosure regulations and report-
ing frameworks have not yet been developed in the context of emerging countries.
Using an appropriate theoretical framework, our study demonstrates that, despite
this lack of cyber risk disclosure regulations and reporting frameworks, banks in
emerging countries voluntarily increased cyber risk disclosures to regain the legit-
imacy impaired due to a major cyber heist. Further, our evidence on politically
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embedded and Islamic Shariah-based banks’ usage of cyber risk disclosures as a
legitimacy-regaining strategy after the BB heist contradicts the prior literature on the
legitimacy-seeking motives of politically embedded (Zhang et al 2020) and Islamic
Shariah-based (Hermit 2020) banks. Our contradictory evidence may suggest that
the legitimacy-seeking motives of politically embedded and Islamic Shariah-based
banks are context dependent.

Finally, the findings of this study are also relevant to regulators and practitioners.
Based upon the results, it appears that politically embedded and Islamic Shariah-
based banks are reluctant to make cyber risk disclosures in annual reports. Hence,
regulators and the accounting profession must develop cyber risk disclosure regu-
lations and a reporting framework to ensure the consistency of cyber risk disclo-
sures among different types of banks, so that the public can assess the cyber security
systems of banks before engaging in banking activities.

The results of this study should be interpreted with caution, as voluntary cyber risk
disclosures by banks may be limited in developing countries that do not experience
critical cyber incidents. Hence, further studies are needed to understand the extent
and dynamics of banks’ cyber risk disclosures in other emerging economies. Future
studies could use the disclosure-coding instrument that we developed (or a mod-
ified version of this instrument) to measure cyber risk disclosures. Moreover, we
depend mainly on descriptive statistics and univariate statistical tests, and therefore
our results on the impact of political embeddedness and Islamic Shariah compli-
ance by banks could be affected by other bank-specific characteristics. Future stud-
ies could validate or refute our findings in Bangladesh by investigating the impact of
political embeddedness and Islamic Shariah compliance on cyber risk disclosures by
performing multivariate analysis.
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